Abstract. The design of a methodology for the effective scene understanding systems is one of the main goals of the researchers in the analysis of video surveillance. The objects in the scene have to be identified. Hence, it is necessary to detect the parts belonging to the background. In the article we introduce the base algorithms, which enable us to realization of scenarios. We briefly describe base algorithms (object detection, object localization, recognition of humans, movement detection and configuration of scene) used in three selected scenarios: violation of protected zones, abandoned objects and vandalism (graffiti). These scenarios were tested on several films, obtained from Internet and made by participants of project SIMPOZ.
Introduction
In the last several years many researchers aimed at designing a methodology for the effective scene understanding systems, also known as intelligent systems [1] . There are several approaches that can help to understand human activities in video surveillance. Several methods like neural networks, Bayesian classifiers, Hidden Markov Models have been used in video recognition [2, 3] .
The analysis of more complex situations requires the use of more sophisticated methods to describe the scenarios and their detection in real time. These methods must take into account the spatio-temporal relationships between objects occurring on the analyzed 2.5D scene.
Therefore, strong emphasis is placed both on the development of algorithms for performing image analysis, as well as the development of tools to describe and analyze the meaning of the detected events. Thus, it is necessary to search for new methodologies, techniques and algorithms that can be applicable in this area. Currently, the use of rule-based systems is one of several promising approaches.
Rule-based methods were successfully used to solve problems in the field of recognition of objects and scenarios interpretation. Among the other implementation, the interesting solution was described by Ghallab [4] , where recognition algorithm continuously updates the "partial recognition" using the RETE algorithm for the propagation of time constraints. In the domain of automatic scenarios identification in the video sequence, a number of interesting results can be found in the work of F. Bremond [2] and M. Thonnat [5] . An interesting application of rule-based systems in automatic surveillance systems was presented by Geerinck [6] .
The simplest rule-based systems are based on the propositional calculus. It is base for many of the symbolic languages for knowledge representation, although the power of expression of this formalism is not too big.
The other logical system underlying the number of rulebased systems is the first-order predicate logic.
From the perspective of technical applications, the attribute logic has many interesting features, which extends classical propositional calculus with a concept of objects and attributes. Recently, the interest in the tool to describe the knowledge using the description logic is increasing. This is due to wider use of the concept of semantic web and ontologies.
Description logic can be formalized using the concepts of first-order predicate logic. Expression level of descriptive logic is much larger than the propositional calculus and the attribute logic. Another logical system considered for use in the recognition of objects and their behavior is a temporal logic. Temporal logic is a system of rules and symbolism for representing and reasoning about propositions qualified in terms of temporal relations. The advantage of temporal logic over other logic systems in the analysis of video sequences is consequence of the presence of temporal operators, which in a natural way to model the time dependence of the analyzed scene.
Another language, which can be used to represent knowledge about objects behavior, is Coloured Petri Nets (CPN). CPN provide an executable model representing states of a system and transitions between states that may correspond to actions or events. CPNs extend graphics oriented language of Petri nets with types (colors) assigned to places and expressions assigned to edges. The syntax of expressions usually resembles a functional programming language, however, an exact syntax is not defined. Other CPN features include the capability of organising the model as a set of modules, and a time concept for representing the time taken to execute actions in the modelled system. Main applications of CPNs are related to the design, specification, simulation and verification of systems. They are in particular well-suited for systems that consist of a number of processes, which communicate and synchronize [7] . In this paper we present methodology for the analysis of video sequences based on scenarios that define detected events. The scenarios can be decomposed and described by base algorithms, describing the objects detected in video image. Therefore, it is necessary to determine human behavior, detection of 
Related work
There are many articles focusing on video surveillance.
Researchers present several video understanding techniques and application that can interpret and recognize the scenarios in automated surveillance.
Usually the violation of the protected area is detected if an object crosses a virtual line [8, 9, 10] or a presence (motion) in the area of the virtual polygon [11] is detected.
In the case of large protected areas corresponding to the actual area or the whole frame algorithm boils down to the motion and the presence detection and then to tracking the object while generating an alarm for the system operator [9] . The project i-LIDS defines a protected area on the door of the building: the alarm is an event that causes the disappearance or appearance of the object in this area [10] .
Scenarios described above fulfill binary detection: the zone's violation occurs or doesn't occur. In the study [12] two-states detection has been extended with the kind of authentication: it is examined whether the object that vi- language is used as a formalism for describing the events characterizing these behaviours [13] . This video interpretation system is the first system that is able to recognize complex temporal scenarios.
Scenarios and base algorithms
In analysis of video surveillance the objects in the scene have to be identified. In order to achieve this it is necessary to detect the parts belonging to the background.
Hence, we introduce the base algorithms, which enable us to analysis of scenarios.
The scenarios can be expressed by combining the introduced base algorithms. We define several base algorithms (see Tab Below, we discuss briefly the basic algorithms used in three scenarios (marked in Table 1 as grey rows).
Base algorithm 1: Object detection
The algorithm uses a simple method for background generation with feedback, selected on the basis of comparison of the effectiveness of several methods on selected films [15] :
where bg act and bg prev are actual and previous backgrounds, I is an actual image, W is the constant weight. The background is updated each time Tab. 1: The main scenarios and base-algorithms through the main loop of the program, except that the image is "too dark" or area, occupied by a moving object is too large. The background is not updated in areas where the objects were detected (feedback).
Current image is subtracted from the background image and the resulting differential image is compared with dynamically calculated threshold th:
After the I bin image segmentation the preliminary analysis of objects is performed. Small objects are removed and the holes in the other objects are filled. 
Base algorithm 4: Movement detection Motion of an
object is detected by two independent methods. In the first on the basis of size and position of the object relative to the objects detected in the previous frame, we define the object status:
• "fixed" -if the area has not changed above or below a predetermined threshold,
• "moving" in the opposite case,
• "obscured" -if the "fixed" object is occluded by a "moving" one.
In the second method, optical flow (OF) is calculated. Based on previous work of the authors [17, 18] , Horn-Schunck algorithm, using only two con- Base algorithm 5: Configuration of scene To define the processing parameters, the dedicated software is used [19] . Graphical interface allows to define the elements of the scene that are important from the analysis point of view. These elements include:
determination of ROI (Region of Interest), in which object detection will be conducted (or regions to be omitted), the location of obstructing objects and the floor, the areas in which objects can appear or disappear, protected areas. For the whole scene, the parameters of the algorithms are also referred tosuch thresholds, minimum and maximum sizes of analyzed objects, or time limit for "fixed" objects, after which the procedure is initiated for alerting the operator.
For dedicated applications, we also define some parameters depending on the particular scenario. Table 1 stated that in the last column. For the scenario "violation of protected zones", time of the presence in the zone was set to zero, and for "graffiti" to one second. These values apply to analysis of specific areas.
Below we give rules for the analysis of selected situations: violation of protected zones, abandoned objects and vandalism (graffiti). The numbers in parentheses denote base algorithms (from Table 1 ), declared zone and n are defined in non-standard configuration, parameter m is defined in standard configuration.
Procedure of violation of protected zones
1. object detection (1) 2. if {object is detected } then object localization (2) 3. if {object is inside declared zone (8)} then situation of violation of protected zone Procedure of abandoned object 1. object detection (1) 2. if {object is detected } then object localization (2) and movement detection (7) 3. if {object is inside declared zone (8) } and {is stable longer than m second (8) } then situation of abandoned object Procedure of vandalism (case: graffiti)
1. object detection (1) 2. if {object is detected} then recognition of humans (3) 3. if {it is a human} then movement detection (7) 4. if {a human is moving} then object detection (1) 5. if {next object is detected} then recognition of humans (3) 6. if {next object is not a human} then object localization (2) and movement detection (7); else go to step 3 7. if {next object is inside declared zone (8)} and {is stable longer than n seconds (8)} then situation of vandalism (case: graffiti)
Examples
Using the base algorithms described in Section 3 more complex algorithms of handling scenarios were constructed (see Tab. 1 and described above procedures).
Each of them has been tested on several films. Below there are examples of the analysis for three selected scenarios.
Violation of protected zones
The algorithms developed in the project SIMPOZ realize the binary detection based on algorithms of detecting the presence and location of objects described above. Polygons, which correspond to the protected areas, are defined using the graphical editor during the software configuration phase. The polygons can be located arbitrarily relative to the planes of the scene. Usually, however, they are defined at ground level. Doors or recesses, regardless of size, should be outlined in the shape of the frame.
During configuration the polygons are filled and masks of protected areas are generated. If more then one zone is defined then the indexing operation is performed. In this way, a unique number is assigned to each zone. Therefore, during operation of the algorithm, we obtain additional information: which zone has been violated. It will allow us to diversity of the weight of alarms in accordance with the priorities given to particular zone. 
Abandoned object
The purpose of the algorithm is to detect objects that are fixed for a predefined period of time. Sizes of objects must exceed the value defined during the scene configuration.
The operation of scenario is shown on the example of our own movie called "Corridor". The film consists of the following scene: an empty corridor, a man opens the door, he leaves the room, he carries a pack, he places it on the bench, he sits down next to the package and covers it, he gets up, lets anyone with "glass door", sits down next to the package, gets up, leans against the wall, comes back into the room, closes the door. Fig. 2 shows the results of analysis of selected frames.
In the upper part of Fig. 2 it is presented the situation when lying package on the bench is occluded by the person sit- One of the last frames of film and its corresponding image after segmentation is shown in the lower part of Fig. 2 .
As a result of the algorithm three objects are correctly detected: the abandoned package and opened door that was divided into two parts during the segmentation process.
Vandalism: graffiti
The main feature of this scenario is a short response time of the emergence of a stationary object (figure). However, during painting of graffiti a man makes only slight, barely perceptible movements. Hence, we should use optical flow as a movement detection algorithm and we have to recognize that the object is a human. Alarm is generated when there is a small distance between a man and his "work" (cf. the lower part of Fig. 3 ). Additionally the fixed object (graffiti) was stable longer than n seconds (n = 1).
Conclusion
Presented above three scenarios were tested succesfully on the following films obtained from open video test bases or made by participants of project SIMPOZ:
• "1.01 abandoned object -drop bag and depart.avi" from project CANDELA [20] ,
• "S1-T1-C/3v" from database PETS2006 [21] ,
• "shop.avi" EltCrac Company (project SIMPOZ),
• "corridor2-bright.avi" AGH UST (project SIMPOZ),
• "graffiti-lettering.avi" AGH UST (project SIMPOZ).
Basic algorithms for detecting and locating objects work very quickly. The computation time of "optical flow" and "recognition of humans" algorithms are longer.
Their acceleration will be the subject of further work.
By using masks defined during the configuration phase the detection of emergency situations in the scenarios "violation of protected zones" and "vandalism: graffiti" is immediate. The detection algorithm of zones' violation works correctly, but it is planned its supplement with one of the methods of shadows removal [22] .
